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Pneumatic Brake Control for Precision

Stopping of Heavy-Duty Vehicles

Fanping Bu+, Han-Shue Tan

Abstract

Precision stopping is an important automated vehicle control function that is critical in applications

such as precision bus docking, automated truck or bus fueling, as well as automatic intersection or

toll booth stopping. The initial applications of this technology are most likely to be applied to heavy-

duty vehicles such as buses or trucks. Such applications require specific attention to brake control

since the characteristics of a typical pneumatic brake system of a heavy vehicle is inherently nonlinear

with large uncertainties. The feasibility of providing a smooth precision stopping brake control based

on a conventional pneumatic brake system has not yet been demonstrated. This paper describes the

precision stopping problem, verifies the pneumatic brake model, details the Indirect Adaptive Robust

Control (IARC) design for a pneumatic brake system, and reports the successful implementation of a

bus precision docking demonstration.

Index Terms

Precision Stopping, Pneumatic Brake Model, Backstepping Control, Indirect Adaptive Robust Con-

trol

I. I NTRODUCTION

Vehicle control has been studied for many years in areas suchas automated highway system

(AHS) [1], vehicle stability control [2], and driver assistance. Some research results have been

applied to support real-world driver assistance applications such as adaptive cruise control, roll-

stability control and parking assistance. However, several good candidates for early adaptations

of a ”true” automation are applications on heavy-duty vehicles [3], [4] such as automated bus
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rapid transits [5], automated truck/container yard operations [6], heavy-duty vehicle maintenance

automation, as well as automatic operations for specialty vehicles such as automated snow

removal [7]. Many such operations require the stopping system to automatically control the

heavy-duty vehicle to stop smoothly and precisely in a consistent way equal to or greater

than those from an experienced operator. Docking bus precisely, backing automated trucks and

trailers onto a platform, fueling automated trucks or buses, as well as stopping automatically at

intersections are some examples.

Controlling a vehicle to a complete stop is one of the longitudinal vehicle control functions.

In particular, it is essential that a bus or a truck can apply avery fine brake control in order to

stop at a designated location exactly. Most of the prior research on vehicle longitudinal controls

focuses on the areas of high speed platooning [8], [9], adaptive cruise control [10] and string

stability [11]. The works related to vehicle stopping or finebrake control are limited to the

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) [12], vehicle stability [13] or passenger cars equipped with a

hydraulic brake [14]. The design of a precision stopping controller for a heavy-duty vehicle has

not been fully examined and deserves a closer investigation.

Furthermore, most buses and trucks today are equipped with pneumatic brake systems that

use compressed air as the energy medium. From the control point of view, the pneumatic brake

system has several characteristics that make the control design difficult. First, the compressibility

of air introduces a large time delay, which limits system bandwidth. Second, the dynamics of

the pneumatic brake system are highly nonlinear because of the nonlinear pressure/air flow rela-

tionship. Third, the pneumatic brake system, when coupled with heavy-duty vehicle longitudinal

dynamics, has large uncertainties. Many factors contribute to these uncertainties: changing supply

pressures due to brake release, increasing brake temperature due to frequent braking, brake wear,

large load variation and changing road surface conditions due to rain or snow. Even with all

those potential disadvantages, it is still desirable that the automatic brake control system uses

the existing pneumatic brake as the primary means of stopping control either by tabbing into the

braking control commands or including an add-on actuator. Using the existing pneumatic brake

system allows the automated vehicle to maintain all its manual braking capabilities. The ability

to remain ”dual use” is one of the common requirement preferences for the early automation

deployment requirements. Relevant work on the pneumatic brake in literature focuses mainly

in the areas of ABS [12], [15] and fault diagnosis [16]. A comprehensible brake model was
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developed for diagnosis purposes in [16], however it was toocomplex for control design. In [9],

[17], a simplified linear model with time delay is developed based on input/output relationship,

and is used for high speed longitudinal control. Recent literatures that relate to the subject of

pneumatic actuator controls (e.g. for robot motion control) [18] suggest that nonlinear model

based control laws achieve superior performance over theirlinear counterparts. Accurate yet

tractable nonlinear models for the pneumatic brake system and associated high performance

nonlinear model-based control design for automated vehicles has not been fully investigated yet.

The purposes of this paper are to provide a detailed analysison the precision stopping problems

of heavy-duty vehicles using conventional pneumatic brakesystems, and to demonstrate its

feasibility under a realistic application environment. Toaddress the difficulties of control design

for pneumatic brake system, a simplified nonlinear model will be identified for the control

design; a control synthesis strategy based on nonlinear models, Indirect Adaptive Robust Control

approach (IARC) [19], [20], will be used in this paper. A baseline robust controller will be

synthesized to address the model uncertainties associatedwith the brake system. Parameter

adaptation will be used to reduce the model uncertainties introduced by vehicle loads, brake

characteristics and tire/road surface conditions. An indirect adaptive control technique will be

employed to decouple the parameter adaptation design from the feedback control design in order

to achieve accurate parameter estimation performance. An accurate parameter estimation can be

crucial at the final stop phase of the precision stopping, when the brake system is under open

loop control without precise position and velocity measurement.

The application example presented in this paper is the ”precision stopping” of a 40 foot CNG

bus for the Bus Precision Docking public demonstrations at Washington, D.C. in 2003. These

precision docking demonstrations consistently achieved 1cm lateral and 15 cm longitudinal

accuracies. Such high docking accuracies would allow fast loading and unloading of passengers

similar to that of trains and greatly reduce the stress of manual docking in a high throughput

Advance Bus Rapid Transit system [5]. Precision docking and stopping can also be a useful

component for the concept of an Advanced Maintenance Station [3], where quick fuel fill-up,

washing, and maintenance can be automatically performed atthe end of each run.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the precision stopping problem for

heavy-duty vehicles; Section III describes and verifies thepneumatic brake model; Section IV

details the design of the IARC brake controller; the successful implementation of a bus precision
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docking demonstration is discussed in Section V; Section VIconcludes the paper.

II. PRECISIONSTOPPINGPROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN

Two different approaches can be used to formulate the precision stopping problem. One

approach is the trajectory following. A desired trajectoryis synthesized according to the initial

vehicle speed and position, and the final stop position. The controller is designed so that vehicle

will follow the desired trajectory with appropriate brake command. The second approach is

to dynamically synthesize a desired deceleration based on the vehicle’s speed and remaining

distance to the designated stop location. Brake servo command is generated to follow the desired

deceleration. Since the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of precision

stopping with pneumatic brake system, the more intuitive and direct approach-, the trajectory

following approach, is adopted. The precision stopping problem of vehicle can be formulated

into a trajectory following problem as follows:

Given an initial vehicle speed v0, synthesize a brake control command u such that the vehicle

follows the synthesized deceleration profile xld(t) and stops at the desired location x1d(T) with

a maximum error emax and with desired smoothness represented by bounded deceleration amax

and jerk jmax (such as suggested in [21], [22]).
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Brake system
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actuator
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Fig. 1. Schematics of a precision stopping system
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Fig. 1 shows a general schematics of a precision stopping system based on a pneumatic

brake system. The whole system includes cruise speed control, precision stopping control,

coordination control and human machine interface (HMI). This paper focuses only on the blocks

directly related to the precision stopping control (shadedblocks in Fig. 1): precision stopping

controller, brake actuator, pneumatic brake system, and vehicle longitudinal dynamics during

braking. Precision stopping controller synthesizes a deceleration trajectory and the brake control

command according to the sensor information. Sensor information could be air pressures inside

the pneumatic brake system, vehicle states (e.g. vehicle speed, gear position and engine speed)

and vehicle position. Most vehicle states are available through in-vehicle data network (e.g. J1939

bus for heavy-duty vehicles). Vehicle position can be obtained from GPS, magnetic markers or

transbounders buried underground, video cameras and/or vehicle speed integration.

Tank sP

Brake chamber

aP

Front axle

Treadle valve

To rear axle

Fig. 2. General schematics of pneumatic brake system

Fig. 2 shows the pneumatic loop of a typical heavy-duty vehicle air brake system. When the

driver presses the brake pedal, the treadle valve is opened and compressed air flows from air

tank to the brake chambers. The brake chamber is a diaphragm actuator which converts the

energy of air pressure to the mechanical force. Such mechanical force is transmitted to the brake

pad through the push rod and brake cam. Brake force is generated by the friction between the

brake pad and brake drum. Air is released to the atmosphere when the driver depresses the brake

pedal. The compressor is turned on to recharge the air tank when the air tank pressure is below

certain level due to air release,

A brake actuator receives brake control command and ”actuates” the pneumatic brake system
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so that the desired brake force can be delivered to slow down the vehicle. The brake actuator can

be designed in many ways, but it is desirable that it does not interfere with manual operation

because of safety concerns. In [23], an electrical motor is added to control the brake pedal

position. This method does not modify the original brake system, but it often introduces additional

dynamics and nonlinearities such as brake pedal stiction. In [24], a ”brake by wire” system

(WABCO electronic braking system (EBS)) is used to replace the original air brake system.

Inspired by the WABCO EBS design, this paper proposed a general ”brake by wire” system

Proportional
valve

Volume booster

Brake command

Tank sP

u

Monitor Pressure mP

Atmosphere pressure

eP

eP

Atmosphere pressure

Brake chamber aP

Front axle
Double check valve

Treadle valve

Fig. 3. Schematic of front axle brake actuator (rear axle is similar)

consisting of ”off-the-shelf” pneumatic valves, as shown in Fig 3. The design enables automatic

control of the pneumatic brake system and maintains the fullintegrity of the original air brake

system. A computer-controlled proportional pneumatic valve is installed between the air tank

and brake chamber. In order to achieve a quick apply and release response, a volume booster is

added into the loop to supply the air volume for a fast brake apply and release. Double check

valve is used to ensure that the original air brake system will still be able to be operated by the

brake pedal with the added hardware.

III. D YNAMIC VEHICLE AND BRAKE MODEL

In this section, dynamic models for the brake actuator and the pneumatic brake system, as

well as the vehicle longitudinal braking motion, will be developed. Model reductions are made
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to facilitate controller design. Experimental data using the demonstration setup (described in

Section V) together with the physical explanations are usedto justify the model reductions and

to illustrate the accuracy of the resultant model.

A. Modeling of brake actuator

Fig. 4. Schematic of a proportional pneumatic valve (Proportion-Air’s QB1 valve)

As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, a proportional pneumatic valve is used in the brake actuator.

Output pressure (monitor pressurePm) is proportional to the electrical command inputu. Pm

is controlled by two solenoid valves inside the proportional valve. One such solenoid valve

functions as the inlet valve, the other as the exhaust.Pm is measured by a pressure transducer

internal to the proportional valve which provides a feedback signal to the electronic controls.

Internal electronic control of the proportional valve serves as a closed pressure loop to maintain

linear relation between the input command signalu and output pressurePm. Because of the

closed pressure loop and a very small air volume between the proportional valve’s output port

and the pilot input port of the volume booster, the dynamics of the proportional pneumatic

valve can be approximated by a linear system. For example, a frequency sweeping experiment

is conducted to obtain frequency response from input command signaluv to monitor pressure

Pm for the Proportion-Air’s QB1 valve in our experimental setup. The frequency response for
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this specific valve as shown in Fig. 5 can be fitted with a first order transfer function:

Pm(s)
Uv(s)

= 3.4659
s+3.7474

(1)
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Fig. 5. Frequency response of a proportional pneumatic valve (Proportion-Air’s QB1 valve)

Alone, especially when the brake is releasing, a typical small proportional pneumatic valve

cannot provide enough air flow. Therefore, a volume booster is often mounted to improve

response time. In our experimental setup, the Proportion-Air R series, as shown in Fig. 6, is used.

The volume booster is an air-piloted, diaphragm-operated,self-venting regulator. Output pressure

from the proportional valve is used as the pilot input pressure. The diaphragm is balanced by

the input pilot pressure signal and the output pressure. Anydifference between the pilot input

pressure and the output pressure will move the diaphragm andopen either the supply valve or

exhaust valve so that the output pressure follows pilot input pressure. The air flow inside the

volume booster can be described as, ideally, compressible gas passing through an orifice. As

suggested in [25], we assume that

• Air is ideal

• Air density is uniform in pipe and brake chamber

• Air in pneumatic circuit is isentropic process
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Fig. 6. Schematics of a volume booster (Proportion-Air R series)

The air mass flow rate that passes through the volume booster can be expressed by:

ṁ=







CsAs(Pm,Pa)Ps

√

2
RT f (Pa

Ps
) rsPm ≥ Pa(supply)

−CeAe(Pm,Pa)Pa

√

2
RT f (Pair

Pa
) rsPm < Pa(release)

(2)

where ṁ is the air mass flow rate that passes through the orifice,Cs and Ce are the orifice

discharge coefficients that can be determined as in [15],Ps is the air pressure inside the supply

tank,Pa is the air pressure inside the brake chamber,Pair is the atmosphere pressure,As(Pm,Pa)

andAe(Pm,Pa) are the effective orifice areas which are functions of the pilot input pressurePm

and output brake chamber pressurePa, R is the ideal gas constant,rs is the effective area ratio

between the two sides of the diaphragm, andT is the temperature. The piecewise continuous

flow function f (α) is defined by:

f (α) =











√

γ
γ−1(α

2
γ −α

γ+1
γ ) αc ≤ α ≤ 1

√

γ
γ+1( 2

γ+1)
2

γ−1 0≤ α < αc

(3)

whereα is the pressure ratio,γ is the ratio of special heat andαc is the critical pressure ratio

given byαc = ( 2
γ+1)

γ
γ−1 .

Fig. 7 shows the static response of the brake system in the experimental setup. The effective

orifice areas are proportional to the pressure difference between Pm and Pa as shown in the
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following equation:

As(Pm,Pa) = ks(rsPm−Pa) Ae(Pm,Pa) = ke(Pa− rsPm) (4)

whereks andke are constants that can be determined, for example, based on the relationship in

Fig. 7.

c

a

V

P

cx

Fig. 8. Brake Chamber

B. Modeling of pneumatic brake

The brake chamber is a diaphragm-operated actuator which can be approximated by a single-

acting pneumatic cylinder as shown in Fig. 8.Vc(xc) is the total air volume inside the brake
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chamber and the pipe between the volume booster and the brakechamber; andVc(xc) is a

function of brake chamber strokexc. The pressure dynamics inside the brake chamber can be

expressed by

ṖaVc(xc)+ γPaV̇c(xc) = γṁRT (5)

where the total volumeVc(xc) =Vd +Acxc. Vd is the initial total dead volume before the brake is

applied andAc is the effective area of brake chamber. If we assume that the mass of the brake

chamber push rod and brake chamber diaphragm can be neglected, the force balance on both

side of the diaphragm can be described by:

krxc = (Pa−Pair)Ac−Fr 0≤ xc ≤ xcmax (6)

wherekr is the spring constant of the brake chamber return spring andFr is the pre-load on the

brake chamber return spring. The brake torque,Tb, acting on the wheel is proportional to the

normal force acting on the brake pad

Tb = kb((Pa−Pair)Ac−Fr) (7)

C. Modeling of vehicle motion during brake

A simple vehicle longitudinal braking dynamics can be described by [26]:

Jiω̇i = RiFbi(µ,λi,Ni)−Tbi −Ttb

MẍL = −bẋL −Fda(x2
L)−∑n

i=1Fbi(µ,λi,Ni)
(8)

wherei indicates the wheel number,ωi is the wheel angular velocity,Ri is the rotational radius

of ith tire, Fbi is the braking force generated by theith tire, Tbi is the brake torque acting on

the ith tire, Ttb is the equivalent braking torque generated by vehicle engine/transmission,xL

is the longitudinal position,M denotes the vehicle mass,b is the viscous damping coefficient,

Fda(x2
L) is the aerodynamic drag force which is a function ofx2

L, µ is the road surface friction

coefficient,λi is the longitudinal slip of theith wheel andNi is the normal force at theith wheel.

The longitudinal slipλi is defined byλi =
ẋL−ωiRi

ẋL
when braking. The braking forceFbi(µ,λi,Ni)

generated byith tire is a highly nonlinear function of the road surface friction coefficientµ, tire

longitudinal slipλi and normal forceNi .
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D. Model reduction and validation

The proportional valve dynamics(1), the air flow equations (2-4), the chamber pressure dy-

namics equation (5), the brake torque generation equations(6-7), and the vehicle braking motion

dynamics (8) represent accurate models of the pneumatic brake system and vehicle longitudinal

motion during braking. They are rather complex for the controller design and many internal

states are also difficult to measure (e.g. the brake chamber rod strokexc). Several steps of

model reductions are made in this section to facilitate control design. Experimental data from

the demonstration setup is presented to illustrate these model reductions.

In the chamber pressure equation (5), the brake chamber volume Vc(xc) is comprised of the

initial dead volumeVd and the variable volumeAcxc from the chamber rod motion. The variable

volumeAcxc is small enough to be neglected so that the volumeVc(xc) can be assumed to be a

constant due to its short brake chamber stroke. Then Eq. (5) is reduced to:

Ṗa = γRT
Vc

ṁ (9)

Fig. 9- Fig. 11 show examples of comparisons between the experimental data from the demon-

stration setup and the simulation results of the simplified pneumatic brake system (Eqs. (1- 4) and

Eq. (9)) for both the monitor pressurePm and chamber pressurePa using various types of inputs

for proportional valve (Fig. 9: sine wave; Fig. 10: stair step; Fig. 11: ramp input). The results

show a good match between the simulation results of simplified model and the experimental

data. This validates the simplification from Eq. (5) to Eq. (9).

Aerodynamic drag force can be ignored due to slow speed of precision stopping application.

During the precision stopping, the bus braking is usually kept smooth to ensure the passengers’

comfort. Therefore, the longitudinal slipλi is generally small during this stopping process. It

is therefore reasonable to assume that the braking force is proportional to the brake chamber

pressurePa. Fig. 12 shows experimental data between the brake chamber pressure and the

bus deceleration for two different 40 foot CNG buses (c1 andc2). Although nonlinearities are

dominant when chamber pressure is small, such a proportional assumption is good enough for

the precision stopping control design when the brake pressure is, for the most part, sufficient

large. Thus the brake torque generation equations (6-7) andthe vehicle braking motion equation

(8) can be simplified to:

MẍL = −Fb(Pa)−bẋL , Fb(Pa) = ζPa +d (10)
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Fig. 9. Simulation Results of Simplified Model vs Experimental Data 1: sine wave input

whereζ andd are unknown constants.ζ represents the combined effect of road surface conditions,

brake conditions (wear, temperature) and vehicle load. Andd represents the combined effect of

engine/transmission brake and road friction.

Since the bandwidth of the proportional pneumatic valve is far larger than the required

bandwidth of longitudinal control for precision stopping,the proportional valve dynamics are

neglected and the monitor pressurePm is defined as the control inputu for the following controller

design and implementation. The control input in implementation, the proportional valve command

input uv, is related to the control inputPm by a known static gain.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Problem formulation and design difficulties

Define the state variablesx = [x1,x2,x3]
T = [xL, ẋL,Pa]

T , the simplified system model, Eqs.

(2-4) and Eqs. (9-10), can be expressed in state-space form as

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = − ζ
M x3−

b
M x2−

d
M

ẋ3 = γRT
Vc

ṁ(x3,u)

(11)

whereṁ(x3,u) is the nonlinear flow mapping inside the pneumatic brake system defined by Eqs.

(2)-(4) andu = Pm. The control objective is to synthesize a desired stopping trajectoryx1d(t)
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Fig. 10. Simulation Results of Simplified Model vs Experimental Data 2: step input

and a control inputu such that the vehicle will follow the desired stopping trajectory and stop

at the designated location with the desired accuracy (emax≤ 15cm) and smoothness. In general,

the system is subjected to parametric uncertainties due to the variations ofM, ζ andd. In order

to use parameter adaptation to reduce parametric uncertainties for an improved performance,

the state-space equation (11) is linearly parametrized in terms of the unknown parameters. To

achieve this, letθ = [θ1,θ2,θ3] = [ ζ
M , b

M , d
M ]; the state-space equation (11) is parametrized in

terms ofθ as:
ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = −θ1x3−θ2x2−θ3

ẋ3 = γRT
Vc

ṁ(x3,u)

(12)

At this stage, it can be seen that the design difficulties associated with controlling the pneumatic

system represented by Eq. (12) are:

• The pneumatic brake system is a highly nonlinear system. Forexample, Fig. 13 shows

the chamber pressure responses in our experimental setup when the brake is applied and

released. The apply response and release response are quitedifferent. The nonlinearities

come from the nonlinear pressure/flow relations described in Eqs. (2)-(4) and Eq. (9).

• The pneumatic brake system also has large model uncertainties. Examples of large model

uncertainties include the vehicle loadM and variation inζ due to brake wear, temperature
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Fig. 11. Simulation Results of Simplified Model vs Experimental Data 3: rampinput

increase and change of road surface condition.

• The system has unmatched model uncertainties since model uncertainties appear in equations

that do not contain control inputu.

• As we found out in experimentation, strong feedback action usually introduces frequent

brake apply-and-release. Such frequent apply-and-release brings several detrimental effects

to the final performance. First, since the pressured air is released to the atmosphere when

brake is releasing, frequent brake apply-and-release depletes supply air tank and lower

supply air pressure. It will take a while for the system to recharge the supply air tank to

its normal pressure when the supply pressure drops below certain threshold. Lower supply

pressure slows already sluggish pneumatic dynamics. Second, frequent brake apply-and-

release generates deceleration that makes passengers uncomfortable. Third, frequent brake

apply-and-release also generates loud audible noise.

• The vehicle longitudinal position is calculated by combining the vehicle velocity and the

vehicle position information from magnet markers or transbounders buried in the road

surface, cameras with specific stripes on the road, or GPS receivers. However, magnet

markers (which have approximately an 1 meter interval in oursetup) or transbounders

information is often discrete and the GPS signal may be blocked by architecture around the

bus station. Furthermore, position dead reckoning with vehicle speed may not work at low
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speeds since most vehicle velocity sensors can only sense the velocity that is larger than the

certain speed (e.g. 0.6m/s for our CNG buses). This means that the longitudinal velocity

and position information for many precision stopping control system may not be available

or accurate enough during the final phase of vehicle stoppingwhen the accuracy needed to

stop the vehicle is the most important. This paper also assumes this specific problem and

designs a specific open loop control to deal with it.

To address the design difficulties mentioned above, the following strategies are adopted. First, a

physical model-based nonlinear analysis and synthesis will be employed to address the nonlinear

nature of the pneumatic brake system. Secondly, parameter adaptation will be adopted to reduce

the effect of modeling uncertainties. Specifically, the Indirect Adaptive Robust Control (IARC)

approach [19], [27]–[29] will be used to handle the general effects of model uncertainties.

Third, the integrator backstepping design [29] via Lyapunov function will be used to address

the mismatched model uncertainties. And lastly, the accurate parameter estimation from IARC

parameters estimation will be used to calculate the open loop control command when longi-

tudinal position information is not available at the final phase of vehicle stopping. Since the

feedback control action is limited by the characteristics of pneumatic brake system, accurate

parameter estimation is also important for the close loop control phase to provide accurate

model compensation.
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Fig. 13. Pneumatic brake system pressure response of experimentalsetup

B. Assumptions, notations and rate-limited adaptation lawbased on discontinuous projection

mapping

For many applications, the extent of the parametric uncertainties are known. Thus, the fol-

lowing practical assumption is made:

Assumption 1:Parametric uncertainties satisfy:

θ ∈ Ωθ
∆
= {θ : θmin < θ < θmax } (13)

whereθmin andθmax are known. ⋄

Let θ̂ denote the estimations of unknown parametersθ and θ̃ = θ̂−θ represent the estimation

error. In viewing Eq. (13), a simple discontinuous projection Pro jθ̂, can be defined as in [30],

[31]:

Pro jθ̂(•) =



















0 if θ̂ = θmax and• > 0

0 if θ̂ = θmin and• < 0

• otherwise

(14)

A saturation function is defined as:

saṫθM
(Γτ) = s0Γτ, s0 =







1 ‖Γτ‖ ≤ θ̇M

θ̇M
‖Γτ‖ ‖Γτ‖ > θ̇M

(15)
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by using an adaptation law given by:

˙̂θ = Pro jθ̂(saṫθM
(Γτ)) (16)

whereΓ > 0 is a diagonal matrix,τ is an adaptation function to be synthesized later andθ̇M is

the upper bound for the adaptation rate.

C. Controller design

Controller design consists of four parts: feedback controller design, open loop control design,

parameter estimation design and the trajectory planning. The feedback controller design will

employ the 2-step backstepping design technique presentedin [19], [29], [32] based on the

physical model of the pneumatic brake system represented byEq. (12). Theoretical performance

of the proposed controller and its proof can be found in Appendix.

1) Feedback Controller Design: The feedback controller is designed as follows: In the first

step, chamber pressurex3 will be treated as control input for the first two equations. Acontrol

function will be synthesized forx3 for the design goal. In the second step, the real control input

will be synthesized such that chamber pressure will track the control function we synthesized

in the first step.

a) Backstepping step 1:Define a switching-function-like quantity as:

z2 = x2−x2eq = ż1 +K1z1 x2eq = ẋ1d −K1z1 (17)

wherez1 = x1− x1d is the output tracking error,x1d is the desired trajectory to be tracked by

x1 and will be synthesized later, andK1 is a positive constant feedback gain. SinceGs(s) =

z1(s)/z2(s) = 1/(s+K1) is a stable transfer function, the reminder of the design is to makez2

converge to zero. According to Eq. (12) and Eq. (17), the derivative of z2 can be expressed by:

ż2 = −θ1x3−θ2x2−θ3− ẋ2eq ẋ2eq = ẍ1d +K1ẋ1d −K1x2 (18)

It is clear from Eq. (18) that the brake chamber pressurex3 can be treated as a virtual control

input at this step. So the objective of this step is to synthesize a control functionPad(x1,x2, θ̂, t)

for the virtual control inputx3 such that the output tracking errorz1 converges to zero. The

resulting control functionPad is given by:

Pad = Pada+Pads

Pada = 1
θ̂1

(−θ̂2x2− θ̂3− ẋ2eq)

Pads= Pads1 +Pads2 , Pads1 = 1
θ1min

K2z2

(19)
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wherePada is the model compensation part of the virtual control law,Pads represents the feedback

control part, andK2 is a constant positive feedback gain. Letz3 = x3−Pad denote the input

discrepancy. From Eqs. (18-19),z2 dynamics can be written as

ż2 = −θ1z3−
θ1

θ1min
K2z2−θ1Pads2 +φT

2 θ̃ (20)

whereφ2 = [Pada,x2,1]T . The robust control partPads2 = 1
θ1min

Ks2z2 is now chosen to satisfy the

following conditions

condition i z2[−θ1Pads2 +φT
2 θ̃] ≤ ε2

condition ii −z2Pads2 ≤ 0
(21)

where Ks2 is a positive control gain function andε2 is a positive design parameter. How to

chooseKs2 by satisfying the constraints similar to Eq. (21) can be found in [33]. Define a

positive-semidefinite functionV2 = 1
2z2

2, its derivative can be written as:

V̇2 = − θ1
θ1min

K2z2
2−θ1z2z3 +z2[−θ1Pads2 +φT

2 θ̃] (22)

b) Backstepping step 2:As seen from Eq. (22) in Step 1, ifz3 = 0, output tracking would

be achieved by using the standard adaptive control argumentin [29]. Therefore, Step 2 is to

synthesize a control input so thatz3 either converges to zero or is bounded by a small value.

From the system model equation (12), thez3 dynamics can be written as:

ż3 = γRT
Vc

ṁ(x3,u)− Ṗad (23)

whereṖad = ∂Pad
∂x1

x2+ ∂Pad
∂x2

ẋ2+ ∂Pad

∂θ̂
˙̂θ+ ∂Pad

∂t . Ṗad can be divided into two parts as shown in following

equations:
ˆ̇Pad = ∂Pad

∂x1
x2 + ∂Pad

∂x2
(−θ̂1x3− θ̂2x2− θ̂3)+ ∂Pad

∂t + ∂Pad

∂θ̂
˙̂θ

˜̇Pad = ∂Pad
∂x2

(θ̃1x3 + θ̃2x2 + θ̃3)
(24)

where ˆ̇Pad represents the calculable part which can be used in the design of control functions

and ˜̇Pad is composed of various model uncertainties. From Eq. (23), the air flow rate to the

brake chamber ˙m can be treated as a virtual control input in Step 2. So Step 2 isto synthesize a

control inputṁd for ṁ so thatx3 will track the desired control functionPad that is synthesized

in Step 1. Consider a p.s.d functionV3 = V2 + 1
2z2

3, from Eqs. (22-23):

V̇3 = V̇2|Pad +z3[
γRT
Vc

ṁ(x3,u)− ˆ̇Pad− θ̂1z2−φT
3 θ̃] (25)
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where V̇2|Pad is a short-hand notation used to representV̇2 when x3 = Pad (or z3 = 0) and

φ3 = [∂Pad
∂x2

x3− z2,
∂Pad
∂x2

x2,
∂Pad
∂x2

]T . Using similar techniques, the control function ˙md consists of

the following two parts:

ṁd = ṁda+ ṁds

ṁda = Vc
γRT( ˆ̇Pad + θ̂1z2)

ṁds = ṁds1 + ṁds2 ṁds1 = − Vc
γRTK3z3

(26)

whereK3 is a constant positive feedback gain. The time derivative ofV3 can be expressed by:

V̇3 = V̇2|Pad +z3[
γRT
Vc

ṁds2−φT
3 θ̃]−K3z2

3 (27)

The robust term ˙mds2 = − Vc
γRTKs3z3 can be chosen to satisfy following conditions:

condition i z3[
γRT
Vc

ṁds2−φT
3 θ̃] ≤ ε3

condition ii z3ṁds2 ≤ 0
(28)

whereε3 is a positive design parameter andKs3 is a positive control gain function. The control

input u can be backed up from the nonlinear flow rate mapping equation(2) as:

u =















( ṁd

ksCsPs

√

2
RT f (

x3
Ps

)
+x3)/rs ṁd ≥ 0(supply)

( ṁd

keCex3

√

2
RT f (

Pair
x3

)
+x3)/rs ṁd < 0(release)

(29)

2) Open loop control: If vehicle velocity cannot be detected by the vehicle speed sensor when

vehicle velocity is lower than a certain threshold (e.g. 0.6m/s for our CNG bus) at the final phrase

of precision stopping and the position information is also not available or not accurate enough

at the same time, the only sensor information available for feedback are the brake pressures.

Precision stopping will enter the open loop control mode. For the open loop control, we assume

that x1 = x1d and x2 = ẋ1d (i.e. z1 = z2 = 0) and the parameter adaptation is also frozen, i.e.
˙̂θ = 0.

3) Adaptation law design: In order to use an indirect parameter adaptation based on x-

swapping [19], [29], [34], it is desirable to obtain a staticmodel for the prediction error that

is based on the statex and is linearly parameterized in terms of the parameter estimation error.

Since the parametric uncertainties exist only in the secondequation in the system model (12)

and the vehicle acceleration measurement ˙x2 is either not available or too noisy, a first order

filter is added to transfer the dynamic relationship to a static relationship:

x2−
a

s+ax2 = θ1(−
1

s+ax3)+θ2(−
1

s+ax2)+θ3(−
1

s+a) a > 0 (30)
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where a is a positive constant. Definey = x2−
a

s+ax2 and Ω = [− 1
s+ax3,−

1
s+ax2,−

1
s+a]T , and

then the static relationship can be expressed by:

y = ΩTθ (31)

Define the estimation ofy as ŷ= ΩT θ̂ and the model prediction errorη = ŷ−y= ΩT θ̃, and then

various estimation algorithms can be applied. For the gradient method, the parameter estimations

are updated by:
˙̂θ = Pro jθ̂(saṫθM

(−Γ Ωη
1+νTrace(ΩTΩ)

)) (32)

whereΓ = diag{γ1,γ2,γ3} is a positive constant adaptation gain matrix, andν is a non-negative

constant.

For the least square method, the parameter estimations are updated by:

˙̂θ = Pro jθ̂(saṫθM
(−Γ Ωη

1+νTrace(ΩTΓΩ)
) (33)

whereΓ is updated by:

Γ̇ = αΓ− ΓΩΩTΓ
1+νTrace(ΩTΓΩ)

(34)

whereα ≥ 0 is the forgetting factor.

4) Trajectory planning: A polynomial trajectory is synthesized for the smooth stop of a

heavy-duty vehicle. The trajectory should satisfy the following boundary conditions:

x1d(0) = 0 x1d(T) = P0

ẋ1d(0) = v0 ẋ1d(T) = 0

ẍ1d(0) = 0 ẍ1d(T) = 0

(35)

whereT is the time when the vehicle fully stops andP0 is the distance from where the vehicle

begins precision stopping to its final stopping point. Assume that:

x1d(t) = a5t5 +a4t4 +a3t3 +a2t2 +a1t +a0 (36)

The coefficients of the trajectory can be solved as:

a0 = 0 a1 = v0 a2 = 0

a3 = 10P0−6v0T
T3 a4 = 8v0T−15P0

T4 a5 = 6P0−3v0T
T5

(37)

T can be adjusted to accommodate the passenger comfort requirements while stopping.
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Fig. 14. Docking Demo in Washington DC

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Precision Docking Demo scenario and system configuration

Fig. 14 shows the docking track configuration of the Washington DC docking demo during June

24-26, 2003. The whole docking demo procedure is described as follows from the longitudinal

control point of view. The demo bus starts manually by the driver. The driver could select

the manual or automatic transition to the automatic controlmode anytime he chooses. Once

switched to the automatic control mode, the bus will automatically slow down or speed up to a

predetermined cruising speed. When the bus reaches at the location which is 12.0 meters to the

designated final stopping point, it starts the precision stopping process and stops exactly at the

predetermined position along the station.

Two New Flyer 40 footer CNG buses (c1 and c2) are retrofitted for the precision docking

maneuver as shown in Fig 15. Magnetometer sensors are installed under the bus to detect magnets

buried in the road with a meter spacing. The magnets provide both lateral and longitudinal

positions. The throttle is modified so that it can be controlled through a computer. The original

pneumatic brake system is retrofitted as shown in Fig. 3. ”Off-the-Shelf” products, Proportion-

Air’s QB1 proportional pneumatic valve and Proportional-Air R series volume booster, are used

for the brake actuator. Pressure sensors are installed to measure internal pressures (monitor

pressurePm and chamber pressurePa) of the brake actuator and the pneumatic brake system.

The internal vehicle data network (J1939 bus) of the CNG bus istapped to receive information

on the engine and transmission states, such as vehicle speed, engine speed and gear position,

which is broadcasted by the engine and transmission Electrical Control Unit (ECU). The lowest

speed that measures by the wheel speed sensor is about 0.6m/s. Continuous longitudinal position
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Fig. 15. New Flyer CNG 40 footer bus configuration

is available by integrating the last magnet position and vehicle speed. Control program is running

in a on-board PC104 computer under the QNX real-time operating system.

B. Parameters of the Precision Stopping Controller

The precision stopping controller represented by Eq. (29) and Eq. (16) is executed at 50Hz

sampling frequency. For the feedback controller part, the robust control gain functionsKs2 and

Ks3 are chosen as in [33] to satisfy the constraints in Eq. (21) and Eq. (28):

Ks2 ≥
1

2ε2
‖θM‖2‖φ2‖

2 Ks3 ≥
1

2ε3
‖θM‖2‖φ3‖

2 (38)

whereθM = θmax−θmin, ε2 = 4.5 andε3 = 11.0. The following parameters are used for constant

feedback gains in Eq. (17), Eq. (19) and Eq. (26):K1 = 8.5, K2 = 7.5 andK3 = 7.5. For the

parameter estimation, the least square method in Eq. (33-34) is chosen and parametersa, α and

ν are chosen as:a= 25, α = 0.8 andν = 1.0. Initial parameter estimation gainsΓ(0) are chosen

as Γ(0) = diag{25,10,35}. The upper limitsθmax and the lower limitsθmin of the unknown

parametersθ in Eq. (13) are chosen as:θmax = [0.6,0.15,1.2]T and θmin = [0.15,0.04,0.2]T .

Since the starting velocityv0 is regulated around 3.1m/s by the throttle control and the braking

distance is chosen to beP0 = 12.0m, stopping timeT = 2P0
v0

is selected.
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C. Experimental results from Washington DC Demonstration

As one of precision docking’s functions, precision stopping was demonstrated publicly at

Washington DC during June 24-26, 2003 [35]. There were about15-18 runs each day. Passenger

counts ranged from 1 or 2 to a full bus load. The demonstrationwas also performed under rainy

conditions. The final stopping accuracy was consistently controlled under 15cm with the desired

stopping smoothness, without a single failure for over 50 total demonstration runs. Data from

three different scenarios in the demonstration are shown inthe following figures to illustrate the

effectiveness and robustness of the designed control algorithm. They are: bus with full load on

dry road, empty bus on dry road and almost empty bus on wet road. To illustrate the effectiveness

of parameter estimation, the experimental result of empty bus on wet road without parameter

estimation (i.e.Γ = diag{0,0,0}) is also shown in the following figures. Fig. 16 shows the
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Fig. 16. Tracking error for 3 different scenarios

tracking error for the 4 different scenarios before longitudinal position information becomes

unavailable just before the final stop. Final stopping errors are measured manually when the

bus is fully stopped and they are well kept within a 15cm accuracy bound for the cases with

parameter estimation. For the case without parameter estimation, the final stopping error is larger

than 30cm. Testing experiences reveal that a good estimation ofθ1, the combined effects of bus

load, brake characteristics and road surface condition, isvery important to the final stopping

accuracy. Fig. 17 shows the parameter estimation forθ1. As shown in Fig. 16 and 17, tracking
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errors increase when the vehicle starts braking; at the sametime,θ1 estimations are also far away

from their true values. Asθ1 estimation converges, tracking errors are also reduced. Generally

about 5.1-5.2 sec after the control starts and when the bus has almost stopped, the longitudinal

position and velocity measurement is no longer available and the parameter estimation is frozen.

The vehicle then begins entering the final open loop braking control phase. Because of the

accurate parameter estimations, the system is able to maintain a final stopping accuracy better

than 15cm with 2 to 4 seconds open loop control at extremely low speeds. The experimental

results also show that the parameter estimation also helps reduce tracking error in the close loop

control phase.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the precision stopping control problem for heavy-duty vehicles equipped

with a pneumatic brake system. It is a control application paper that integrates various control

synthesis tools to solve a real-world control problem. The design process includes system

modeling, model reduction, control synthesis, implementation and successful public demon-

stration. The paper starts with a detailed model and the appropriate model reduction of the

pneumatic brake system with an actuator. The IARC controlleris then constructed based on

the reduced pneumatic brake system model. The controller ischosen because it can take into
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account particular nonlinearities and large uncertainties in the heavy-duty vehicle environment.

An Indirect Adaptive Control design technique is used to decouple the feedback control design

from the parameter estimation design. This method improvesthe accuracy of the unknown

parameter estimation which is crucial for maintaining the final stopping accuracy when it is

possible that the sensor information on the vehicle velocity and position can become unavailable

just before the vehicle is fully stopped. This precision stopping control design was implemented

on two 40-foot CNG buses and was demonstrated at a precision docking demonstration in Wash-

ington DC during June 24-26, 2003. The successful 3-day public demonstration showcased the

smooth stopping performance with consistent 15cm stoppingaccuracy under different operational

conditions without a single failure. Experimental data from the demonstration further illustrated

the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controller design.

APPENDIX

Theorem 1:The following results hold that if the control law (29) with any rate-limited

projection-type adaptation law (16) (e.g. gradient type estimator (32) or least square type esti-

mator (33)) are applied:

A. The tracking errorsz= [z1,z2,z3]
T are generally bounded. Furthermore,V3 = 1

2(z2
2+z2

3),

an index for the bound of the tracking errorz, is bound above by

V3(t) ≤ exp(−λVt)V3(0)+ εV
λV

[1−exp(−λVt)] (39)

whereλV = 2min{K2,K3} andεV = ε2 + ε3. The output tracking errorz1 = x1−x1d(t)

can be guaranteed to have prescribed transient performanceby suitably selecting certain

controller parameters.

B If the following persistent exciting condition is satisfied:

R t+T0
t ΩΩTdτ ≥ KI K > 0 T0 > 0 (40)

the parameter estimationŝθ converge to their true values (i.e.θ̃ → 0 as t → ∞) and

asymptotic tracking is also achieved (i.e.z→ 0 ast → ∞)

Proof :

A .From (22) and (27),̇V3 can be written as

V̇3 = − θ1
θ1min

K2z2
2−K3z2

3 +z2(−θ1Pads2 +φT
2 θ̃)+z3(

γRT
Vc

ṁds2−φT
3 θ̃) (41)
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From condition i of (21) and (28), (41) becomes

V̇3 ≤−K2z2
2−K3z2

3 + ε2 + ε3 ≤−λVV3 + εV (42)

which leads to the results A in Theorem 1

B .Detailed proof of part B for a more general SISO nonlinear systems in semi-strict feedback

forms can be found in [19] 2
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